SPIRITUALITY – THE ETERNAL LIGHT

_In the open sun light, looked around – Everything existed; nothing found. Illusion vanished as mind awakened Reality show was quickly reckoned._

_In the darkness, as all were asleep Mind contemplated; drowned deep Into the inner voice of the eternal Beauty; And it enjoyed the beauty of Reality._

_Thus the present thinks of the past That runs the present ‘unto the last’; Detach or attach may be thy future; ‘No change’ is the nature of Nature._

_The spirit that speaks of Nature wins; Then the real spirituality begins. That which holds the world unbreakable Is spirituality. It is truly remarkable._

_Be thy spirit thy guide and light; Attachment vanishes in thy might; Soar up like fire versus all gravity; Lose illusion and live with reality._

_In the Eternal Light, you look around – Nothing exists; but everything found. Thy spiritual life has thus begun To make the domestic an eternal one._
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